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Ships to most countries. Also check out our overview of motorcycle webshops at Bikez. Join
the 93 Kawasaki EN discussion group or the general Kawasaki discussion group. List related
bikes for comparison of specs. Discussions for every bike Bikez has discussion forums for
every bike. View comments, questions and answers at the Kawasaki EN discussion group. You
can sign up for e-mail notifications when other riders answer you. If you have extensive
experience with the MC, please send us a review. If you consider buying this bike, you should
view the list of related motorbikes Look at photos. Compare technical specs. And check out the
rating of the bike's engine performance, reliability, repair costs, etc. You can compare the rating
with other bikes. Rating sample for this Kawasaki bike. Value for money for the Kawasaki EN
You can also compare bikes. Make Kawasaki. Model KX. I have a very nice kx for sale. I do not
have a title, but bike will come with bill of sale. The bike is in very good shape, and has lots of
extras. The engine performs flawlessly. The head was done by adam millar of millar racing
engines. The squish is modified corrects factory flaw causing detonation , also has
decompression valve installed, which make starting this bike a breeze. Bike also has vforce 2
custom reedcage done by adam millar, with machined aluminum built in spacer, which also
prevents reed screws from backing out. Bike still has original clutch in it, and has absolutely no
slip. I have an ims oversized tank which comes with the bike. I just recently within 2 months
sent the suspension off to racetech. The suspenson is setup for lb rider. I have the receipts.
Also, the bike has brand new stealth rear sprocket, sunstar front sprocket, and did gold ert2
chain with 1 ride on them. Bike also has acerbis handguards, and pro moto billet kickstand.
Also has works connection frame guards, and works connection rear caliper guard. The bike
also has brand new fmf gnarly desert header with 2 rides on it, and has a turbine core silencer.
Bike also has a skid plate. Nothing on the bike is bent or broken. Front fender is an 09 kxf
fender, and rear is a kx rear. I also have an extra set of brand new green side panels, black
radiator shrouds, black front fender, black rear fender, original white side plates, and green
plastic as well. I am cleaning out my garage. Any questions just ask. Model KX F. Selling my
Kawasaki Kxf. Solid running and performing bike! I bought it from the original owner, Put a little
time and money into it, and is running and looking good. Took it out to my turn track and to
Murphey's mx, bike is fun and very responsive. Engine has 46hrs on a complete rebuild, bike
has about total hours. Im running Lucas 10w40 semi syn in it and 93pump gas. Could use a rear
tire soon, and maybe start thinking about a top end its good to do top end every 50hrs or so
Starts in a few kicks even in cold weather, no leaks, no smoke. Give me a call and come check it
out this weekend! Thanks -brad Comes with: extra Green front fender Extra air filter clean clear
texas title triangle stand. Odi grips, three air filters, air box cover, fuel screw, pro circuit airbox
ring to remove air filter screen, fmf jet kit because i ran race fuel through it. Jetted for 93 octane
now. Nice bike, has normal Scratches from use. Model Ninja SE. The Ultimate Lightweight
Sportbike After years of unchallenged domination, the best-selling Ninja R sportbike had finally
begun to see competition from other manufacturers. Make no mistake? The new Ninja
thoroughly dominates its lightweight sportbike competition on the performance front, while
significantly upping the ante for refinement, ease of use and overall practicality. Thanks to a
new digital fuel injection system, and a new F. Model Kx F. Up for sale is my kxf. Only "issue"
would be the throttle is cracked on the end, effects nothing still runs and rides perfect. Like any
other dirtbike, it has seen some dumps so plastics and sides are scratched up a little but
doesn't stop this from being a stunning bike in very good condition and well taken care of.
Prefer text or email, but I will answer calls. The new KX offers the perfect blend of a proportional
power increase and a physically larger chassis for a more gradual learning curve en route to the
big bikes. Make Honda. Model Cbr RR. Bike is in good condition for its age but i have to sale
due to finding out we having another baby on the way. It has its natural wear and tear such as
the paint and the plastic faring. The clutch, battery has been replace on this bike this year and
the carb clean as well. I had to replace the odometer due the old on not working this year the
odometer stop working this year at around 25k and the replacement one shows to have 40k but
only because i used that one. The horn on the bike is not working I never bother to find out why
and the front forks are leaking I still ride the bike as it is but i would suggest to replace them.
Contact me with any questions. It sas clear title although i did not get it when i bought the bike. I

originally planned to keep it but i need money for college. This bike took 8 months to build,
every piece was cleaned,inspected, and replaced as needed. This bike is very fast and will give
any r a run for its money. The bike has a total of 8. Every seal and gasket on the entire bike is
new. This bike runs and rides like it just came off the assembly line. However, I do still ride the
bike every once in a while around my house. I only run Pro Honda HP trans oil and no toil air
filter. This bike is pristine and the only sign of wear anywhere on anything is the paint on the
frame. Thats it! I have all the receipts and over pictures documenting the build of this bike.
Huntington Beach, CA. Williamsburg, VA. Burnet, TX. Winter Springs, FL. Cripple Creek, CO.
Lyles, TN. Bucksport, ME. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale 93
Kawasaki Kx Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Category Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Make Kawasaki 6 Honda 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters
Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Only 26, actual miles. This is an old
school, double headlight crotch rocket in immaculate condition. These bikes are extremely
difficult to find in any condition, much less as nice as this is. Professional paint work patterned
after the early 90's Team Kawasaki Racing. Yes, I wish it was factory paint as well but this is
how I purchased it. Very, very clean bike. All plastics are in excellent condition. No cracks, no
road rash. Bike shows very well with a shiny finish and polished frame, swing arm and several
other pieces. Aftermarket pieces including Kerker pipe, painted solo seat cover, upgraded
brakes, upgraded sprocket and chain to name a few. This bike runs and rides very nice. It's not
for beginners and it's a little heavier than modern day rockets but it's still very fast and very fun.
It's adult owned and has been for most, if not all, of it's life. I just had it started yesterday when I
took these photos so it's ready to go. Serious inquiries only, no tire kickers, absolutely no joy
riders, must have valid motorcycle license and cash in hand to test ride. Clean and clear title in
hand. Text or call zero, 1, 9, seven. I would consider trades but I'm particular. No projects, no
trucks, no junk. May add some cash on top for the right trade. Thanks for looking. Up for sale is
my Kawasaki Ninja ZX-7, cc, 26, actual miles. Professional paint work patterned after the early
90's Te Price reduced because it'll need new tires soon. Various modifications including a brand
new vortex gas cap, Red Keiti Additions tank protector, red passenger footpegs, red levers, red
swing Kawasaki Ninja in excellent condition! Included: Yoshimura R carbon fiber exhaust,
original exhaust, custom ninja cover, ninja bag for rear seat, extra brake and clutch levers,
detachable seat cushion, owners manual, 2 keys. Clean title in hand The bike is in great
condition. Nothing wrong with it except a few little scratches. Runs like brand new with less
than miles on it. Email Poster Message. Welcome, Kawasaki owners. Access the information
and tools you need to get the most out of your vehicle. Kawasaki Genuine Parts are the only
parts on the market specifically engineered and tested to fit your Kawasaki vehicle. They
undergo comprehensive evaluation to ensure the hightest quality and durability standards to
help maximize the life of your vehicle, and give you peace of mind that your Kawasaki is always
operiating at peak performance. The proper maintenance of your Kawasaki vehicle is the best
way to ensure that it operates at its full potential. Whether you work on your vehicle or bring it
to an authorized dealer for service, we recommend that you use Kawasaki Genuine Parts. Select
a category a
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nd model to find the parts diagram you are looking for. No accessories found. No two are alike.
Each Kawasaki product line has a distinct VIN location. The exact location for these numbers in
your particular model is illustrated in your owner's manual near the front of the book. They also
appear on your registration documents. Parts Diagrams. The Vehicle Category field is required.
Select a Year. The Vehicle Model field is required. Select Vehicle. HINs have 12 digits. They look
like this: KAWJ Motorcycles You will find the VIN stamped on the steering head, below the
handlebars. Mule Utility Vehicles You will find the VIN on the top edge of the front bench seat
base, just below the seat cushion. Subscription Preferences. Enter your email address so that
we can find your existing information. Sorry, cannot submit. Invalid fields exist in below form. If
you are currently subscribed, check your email for a secure link. Didn't receive an email from
us? We're Sorry. There has been an error.

